NEW PRODUCT WARRANTY POLICY
BRAKES:

ELECTRICAL MOTORS:...................................Limited Lifetime

Brake Dust Shields ..............................................Limited Lifetime

Headlamp Motors, Wiper Motors, Window Lift Motors,

Electronic Parking Brake Motors............2 year / 24,000 mile

Transfer Case Motors

Master Cylinders .................................................Limited Lifetime
Master Cylinder Reservoirs ............................. Limited Lifetime
Power Brake Units ..............................................Limited Lifetime
DRIVETRAIN:

ENGINE:
Camshaft Phasers...............................................Limited Lifetime
Variable Valve Timing Solenoids .....................Limited Lifetime

CV Drive Axles .....................................................Limited Lifetime

ELECTRONICS:

Drive Axle U-Bolt Kits ........................................Limited Lifetime

Camshaft Position Sensors ..............................Limited Lifetime

FUEL/AIR SYSTEMS:
DEF Pumps ...........................................................Limited Lifetime

Camshaft Synchronizer Alignment Kits ........Limited Lifetime
Ignition Distributors ...........................................Limited Lifetime

Diesel NOx Sensors ................................3 year / unlimited mile

PUMPS:

Diesel Particulate Filter Gasket Kits ...............Limited Lifetime

Electric & Auxiliary Coolant Pumps ................Limited Lifetime

Electronic Throttle Bodies ................................Limited Lifetime

Water Pumps ........................................................Limited Lifetime

Vacuum Pumps ....................................................Limited Lifetime
Mass Air Flow Sensors .......................................Limited Lifetime
Turbochargers ............................................ 3 year / 36,000 mile
Turbocharger Cartridges ......................... 3 year / 36,000 mile
Turbocharger Mounts ............................... 3 year / 36,000 mile
Turbocharger Service Kits ....................... 3 year / 36,000 mile
Turbo Billet Compressor Wheels ............ 3 year / 36,000 mile
Turbocharger Exhaust Adapters ............ 3 year / 36,000 mile
Turbocharger Vane Position Solenoids 3 year / 36,000 mile

STEERING:
Power Steering Gears ........................................Limited Lifetime
Power Steering In-Line Filters .........................Limited Lifetime
Power Steering Pulleys......................................Limited Lifetime
Power Steering Pumps ......................................Limited Lifetime
Power Steering Reservoirs ...............................Limited Lifetime
Rack & Pinion .......................................................Limited Lifetime
R & P Hydraulic Transfer Tubing ............. 3 year / 36,000 mile
SUSPENSION:
Air Suspension ....................................................Limited Lifetime

COVERAGE and DURATION
CARDONE warrants that it will provide a free replacement for any CARDONE® New unit that fails or proves defective
during the warranty period on the vehicle for which it was originally installed. This warranty does not apply to a CARDONE®
New product which has been altered, misused, damaged, installed improperly, installed on a vehicle for which it was not
designed or installed on a racing or high performance vehicle. On commercial/fleet vehicles, all CARDONE® New products
listed above are covered for up to 2 years or 24,000 miles, whichever occurs first. Additional conditions may apply to
certain part applications, and if they do, these conditions are clearly marked in the product box or on the unit. This
warranty is extended only to the owner of the vehicle on which the CARDONE® New unit is installed, while that person owns
the vehicle, and is not transferable.
REMEDY and SERVICE
A replacement for a failed or defective CARDONE® New unit is available from the point of purchase. The unit must be
returned with proof of purchase and a written description of the failure or defect.
Before issuing warranty credit, CARDONE will validate the information provided and alleged defect. There are four reasons
why CARDONE may not issue warranty credit, even with completed information:
1. The product is not a CARDONE unit.
2. The product is actually a core.
3. The product was never installed on the vehicle.
4. Damage was caused by installation error or an external factor that occurred after product left the factory and
does not pertain to the manufacture of the unit.
EXCLUSIONS
CARDONE makes no warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular use or purpose and no other warranties,
representations or guarantees, whether written or oral, beyond those contained in this warranty. The replacement of
the unit is the sole and exclusive remedy for the claims of any type (including personal injury) arising from the failure
or defective condition of the CARDONE® New unit, from CARDONE’s negligence or breach of legal duty, or otherwise.
CARDONE will not reimburse the vehicle owner for the cost of removing or returning the failed or defective unit, installing
the replacement unit or replacing any other parts, or for any other expenses, charges or damages.
LIMITATION on LIABILITY
To the extent allowed by law, CARDONE will have no obligation to the vehicle owner for any incidental or consequential
damages arising from the failure or defective condition of the CARDONE® New unit, from CARDONE’s negligence or breach
of legal duty, or otherwise. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so
the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also
have other rights, which vary from state to state.
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